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Mitel-Aastra Discontinues
675xi Series SIP Phones

Get Them Now While Supplies Last!

 
Mitel-Aastra has discontinued the SIP phones shown below. We still have them
in stock, so get them while you can! However, they have NOT discontinued the
6731i, 6735i, 6737i and 6739i which are in good supply at Target.

 
You'll find Aastra-Mitel's recommended replacement to the right.

 

DISCONTINUED REPLACEMENT
6753i

The 6753i SIP Phone from Mitel offers
powerful features and flexibility in a
standards based, carrier-grade basic
level IP telephone. With a sleek and
elegant design and 3 line LCD display,
the 6753i is fully interoperable with
leading IP Telephony platforms,
offering advanced XML capability to
access custom applications and
support for up to 9 calls
simultaneously. 

6865i

 
The Mitel 6865i offers exceptional
flexibility in a true enterprise grade SIP
desktop phone that can support up to
9 lines, has Dual Gigabit Ethernet
ports and features a large 3.4" 128x48
pixel LCD display with soft white
backlighting and large fonts making
the screen easy to read in any lighting
conditions.

6755i

The 6755i from Mitel offers powerful
features and flexibility in a standards
based, carrier-grade advanced level
expandable IP telephone. With a sleek
and elegant design, 144 x 75 pixel
backlit LCD display and 6 dynamic
context-sensitive softkeys, the 6755i is
fully interoperable with leading IP
Telephony platforms, offering
advanced XML capability to access
custom applications and support for up
to 9 calls simultaneously.

6867i
 

The 6867i, with HD audio, offers a
superior voice experience regardless
of handset, speakerphone or headset
port. The high resolution 3.5" QVGA
color backlit LCD display delivers a
rich visual presentation and the ICON
based navigation menus and intuitive
user interface makes the 6867i
instinctively easy to use. The optional
addition of up to 3 expansion modules
makes the Aastra 6867i an attractive
option for any front desk of a medium
to large organization.

6757i

The Mitel 6757i offers powerful
features and flexibility in a standards
based, carrier-grade advanced level
expandable IP telephone. With a sleek
and elegant design, large 144 x 128
pixel graphical backlit LCD display and
6 dynamic context-sensitive softkeys,
the 6757i is fully interoperable with
leading IP Telephony platforms,
offering advanced XML capability to
access custom applications and
support for up to 9 calls
simultaneously.

6867i

The 6867i, with HD audio, offers a
superior voice experience regardless
of handset, speakerphone or headset
port. The high resolution 3.5" QVGA
color backlit LCD display delivers a
rich visual presentation and the ICON
based navigation menus and intuitive
user interface makes the 6867i
instinctively easy to use. The optional
addition of up to 3 expansion modules
makes the Aastra 6867i an attractive
option for any front desk of a medium
to large organization.
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